Sharp Eyes Keep Watch Over
Rain Forests
Only a very small part of Earthis
covered by rain forests. But of all
the different kinds of plants and
animals on Earth, at least half can
be found in rain forests.
Rain forest plants store and
release hugeamounts of carbon,
taking it fi-om the carbon dioxide in
the air. Carbon isthe building block
of livingthings, both plant and
animal. But only plants can get it
out ofthe air, andthus provide it as
food to animals-and people. Also,
the more carbondioxide in the air,
the warmer Earth’s surface
becomes. Rain forests help keep
carbon dioxidelevels just right.
However, eachyear, millions of
acres of rain forest are cut down.
According to somescientists, Earth
loses enough rain forest each year
to coverthe entire state of
Louisiana. Losing the rain forests
means losing many speciesof
plants and animals, and upsetting
the delicate balanceof carbon
dioxide in the air.
Testing New Equipment
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)is
working to understand rain forest
loss andhow that loss will affect
Earth’s environment. Foryears,
scientists at NASA have been
studying picturesof Earth taken by
a group ofsatellites called Landsat.
The latest satellite, Landsat 7, was
launched in April 1999.
But the equipment aboarda
special spacecraft called Earth

Observing-I (EO-]), should make
Landsat satellites evenbetter. EO-1
is scheduled for launchin late
spring. It will carry somenew
high-tech sensors that will be tested
in space forthe first time, says
NASA.
One new piece of equipment
is
called the Hyperion. The Hyperion
is a camera that isso sensitive that
from miles upin space, it will see
the slightest color differences
between different kinds of trees.
For example, Hyperion should
show the difference between old
rain forest growth and
rain forest
trees that are regrowingafter the
forest was cut down.
Helping Earth from Space
To make sureEO-I ’s
instruments work, NASA will have
the satellite orbit Earth right behind
Landsat 7. The pictures taken by
EO-I will be compared withthe
Landsat’s images to make sure they
are accurate.
With such new equipment
on
EO-I, NASA hopes to help people
understand, and take bettercare of,
Earth.
For more informationon EO-I,
visit The Space Placeat
http://spaceplace.jpl.nasa.gov.

